Abstract
Introduction

46
For orientation in space our eyes constantly scan the visual surround by saccades, which are rapid, highly coordinated binocular movements. To direct gaze on objects located at
Materials and Methods
122
The experimental data used in this study were obtained in the context of a larger project 123 requiring three-dimensional (3D) eye movement records in non-human primates. We used 124 rhesus monkeys because of the physiological proximity of the organization of their visual and 125 oculomotor system to humans. The animals had a chronic acrylic head implant for restraining 126 the head in the experimental sessions. Three-dimensional eye movements were recorded with 127 the magnetic search coil technique (Robinson 1963 ) using a dual search coil that was 
Experimental procedures
136
3D eye movement records were analyzed in three female rhesus monkeys (Macaca 137 mulatta), which had been trained to re-fixate between a far and a near light-emitting diode.
138
The far target was located at eye level 0.8 m straight ahead (horizontal vergence ~2°, vertical 139 eye position ~0°). In most experiments, the near target was located 10° down at a distance of 140 0.1 m (horizontal vergence 17°). In a few experiments, it was also presented at 10° up at the 141 same distance. To examine a larger range of azimuth and elevation angles including 142 asymmetric vergence effects we analyzed all saccades that landed on or in the vicinity of the 143 near target (Table 1) . All experiments were performed in dimmed light, i.e. with a 144 background illumination inside an opaque sphere where the animal was seated upright, with 145 the head restrained in a primate chair, which completely surrounded the animal. The inner wall of the sphere was covered with randomly arranged black dots about 1 to 5 cm in size on 147 a white background. Three-dimensional eye positions were recorded with an Eye Position
148
Meter 3000 (Skalar, Delft, The Netherlands) , calibrated as described in Hess et al. (1992) , 149 digitized at a sampling rate of 833.33 Hz, and stored on a computer for off-line analysis. To 150 express eye positions as rotation vectors (Haustein 1989) , the zero or reference positions 151 were defined to be the eye's orientations while the monkey fixated a target 0.8 m straight 152 ahead. In two animals (M1, M2), Listing's plane tilted less than -2° vertically (that is 153 backwards) and -1° horizontally (that is leftwards), in one animal it tilted vertically about -6° 
182
To relate gaze shifts in visual space to the underlying rotations of the eye, we represented is the angular eccentricity relative to straight ahead and ψ, the signed dihedral angle between 186 the plane 1ê g × and the frontal plane represented by 1 3ê e × (right side down positive) 1 
Geometry of vertical direction-circles and Helmholtz-circles in near vision
209
In order to determine the rotation of the eye during saccadic re-fixations from far to near 210 targets, we decomposed the rotation into a first rotation in the horizontal plane of regard. In (Fig. 3, position A) . Thereby the gaze lines moved along the respective vertical 
241
For simulating the trajectories of far-near re-fixation saccades, we applied the equation to A to C thus was obtained by computing
In the Donders-Listing Root-mean square errors were computed by evaluating the expression
1 1 positions and also compared counter-roll before and after convergent or divergent saccades.
273
We also reported average latencies, showing that in far to near re-fixation saccades they were (Table 2 ). Most interestingly, the rotation trajectories often made an abrupt turn 327 towards pure torsion towards the end, which was faithfully reproduced by the Donders-
328
Listing but not by the Helmholtz kinematic model (compare top and bottom panel in Fig. 6A ).
329
To quantify the observed torsion we estimated the tilt of the instantaneous rotation plane little dependent on the azimuth and elevation of the eyes (Fig. 7) . The large torsional 343 excursions rapidly decayed to a few degrees around the equilibrium torsion at target increased in both eyes when the eye-to-target distance was less than about ten inter-ocular 368 distances (Fig. 8D) . To distinguish it from the overall torsion of the eyes we refer to it as ω-369 torsion.
370
Modulation of coarse and fine-tuned cyclo-vergence 371
The temporal evolution of cyclo-vergence, computed as difference of right minus left eye to the onset of the coarse cyclo-vergence. In contrast to the coarse cyclo-vergence its time 379 evolution showed over-dumped characteristics (Fig. 9 , gray traces).
380
The Donders-Listing model implies that torsion modulates with respect to both eye's 381 azimuth and elevation, an implication that follows by right-multiplication of the equation animal we had collected enough data to be able to single out two clusters with respect to the 389 saccades' azimuth that covered also a reasonable large range in vertical direction as well as 390 eye-to-target distance. The two clusters showed the expected exponential dependency of ω-torsion as a function of elevation and eye-to-target distance with little or no overlap on average (Fig. 10) .
393
Discussion
394
We have studied the 3D kinematics of saccadic re-fixations between far and near targets.
395
We found that ocular torsion modulated in flight in a specific manner: First it increased by 396 about 1° to 2° relative to saccade onset before it sharply decreased again around the time of The reasons for these discrepancies have been sought in different visual conditions but could (Fig. 11) .
434
A crucial property of torsional disparities is that they can be locally eliminated by (Fig. 12) .
451
Does ocular torsion facilitate stereoscopic depth perception?
452
A striking observation was the steadily increasing torsion of the eyes during re-fixation 453 saccades, which abruptly stopped and returned to smaller values at the time of target 454 acquisition (Fig. 5C, D) . This behavior was observed consistently in all three animals. It has (Fig. 3) 3 , there is no ambiguity about which path to choose. 
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In the horizontal plane of regard we have for the right eye with azimuth α (Fig. 4 azimuth from 15° at the closest distance down to 2° at the largest distance in 1° steps. e e e e e × = − ∧ , using the 3-dimensional pseudo-scalar 123 1 2 3ˆˆê ee e = . 
